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AN AUTOMATED PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING SYSTEM MATRICES FROM
PERTURBATION DATA GENERATED BY AN EAI PACER 100 HYBRID
COMPUTER SYSTEM
by Edward J. Milner and Susan M, Krosel





Most control system design techniques assume having available a
linear representation of the system to be controlled. Although obtain-
ing a linearized model of a complex, none-linear system is usually tedi-
ous and time consuming, this task can be made less so by using the
automated procedure described in this report.
Techniques are presented for determining the elements of the A,
B, C, and D state variable matrices for systems simulated on an EAI
Pacer 100 hybrid computer system. The techniques are generalized to
allow use with many different simulation models. An automated proce-
dure systematically generates disturbance data necessary to linearize
the simulation model and stores these data on an auxiliary TEKTRONIX
model 4922 floppy disk.
A separate digital program verifie - lie floppy disk data, allows
for data modification, if necessary, ca p, :.b :a approximations to the
partial derivatives forming the elements of the system matrices, and
prints the matrices appropriately labeled.
Use of the floppy disk as a storage medium permits the data gen-
eration process on the hybrid computer to be separate from the matrix
element calculation process.
INTRODUCTION
The intricate nature of many dynamic systems necessarily requires
rather complex simulation models to represent performance over their
entire operating range. One is likely to find the model to include a
combination of linear and nonlinear algebraic and differential equa-
tions and maps. Although such a model is useful for predicting system
performance over a wide range of operating conditions, generally, its
nonlinear characteristics hinder it from being well-suited for control
analyses. A basic assumption of most control design techniques is hav-
ing available a linear representation of the system to be controlled.
p
2By considering operation in the vicinity of a particular oper-
ating point, state variable techniques can be empluy(td to obtain a
linear approximation of the nonlinear system. Doing so, the system
equations can be written in vector notation as:
x Ax + Bu
y Cx + Du	 (2
where x is a vector of the system time-varying states, k is a
vector of the time rate of change of the system states, u is a vec-
tor of system inputs, and y is a vector of system outputs. Matri-








cif 	 ^Xj	 (5)
ay i
dij	 31jj	 (6)
One linearization technique is to obtain finite difference approxi-
mations for the partial derivatives which comprise the elements of
the system matrices. To generate the partial derivatives, the steady-
state level of each state variable and system input is independently
stepped in both a positive and negative direction while holding the
other state varialbles and system inputs fixed. Corresponding values
of the state variable derivatives and system outputs are recorded for
each step change. By calculating the deviation of each state vari-
able derivative and output from its steady-state value and by form-
ing appropriate quotients the matrix elements are formed.
This report describes an automated technique for determining
LILu elements of the A, B, C, and D state variable matrices for sys-
tems that are simulated on an EAI Pacer 100 hybrid computer system.
The technique is generalized to allouT its use with many different
simulation models. The data taking prozess is initiated by manually
setting a sense switch at the Pacer 100 control console. The order
in which the variableF,^ are to be perturbed along with other appropri-




the analog computer to the digital computer by means of analog-to-
digital converters (ADC's). Perturbation data generated on the facer
100 system are recorded and stored on a TEKTRONIX model 4922 floppy
dish. The data are later transferred from the floppy disk to an IPM
TSS/360 computer where the matrix calculati fns are performed. The
matrix calculation is contained in the program 14ATCALC which can
generate matrices for system, having an arbitrary maximum of 20
states, 10 inputs, and 20 outpc;s.
The following sections provide details of the apparatus, the
digital program, the perturbation process, the floppy disk data for-
mat, and the matr+.x calculation procedure. An example is provided to
illustrate the procedure.
APPARATUS
The data taking technique, described in this section, applies to
nonlinear system simulations impleuented ou an EAI Pacer 100 hybrid
computer system. The technique could, of course, be modified for
other hybrid computer systems. At vhe NASA Lewis Research Center,
the Pacer 100 eystem includes the Pac( . r digital computer with 32K of
core, a TEKTRONIX model 4010 teru:inal with auxiliary TEKTRONIX model
4922 floppy disk uni , , two model bbl .,n alug computers, and an inter-
face to allow communication between the computers. That interface
consists of 48 analog-to-digital converters (ADC's) and 24 digital-
to-analog converters (DAC's).
Analog Setup Requirements
It is assumed that the integrations associated with the system
dynamics are performed by the integrators on one or both of the ana-
log computers. The integrator outputs then correspond to the system
state variables. The perturbation program requires that each state
variable, state derivative, input variable, an4 output variable be
Ltansmitted from the analog computer to the digital computer through
the interface. Hence, each parameter of interest must be connected
to an ADC	 For the purposes of this report, parameters formulated
on the "primary" analog console are transmitted to the digital com-
puter via a block of ADC's beginning with ADC 1 and parameters form-
ulated on the "secondary" analog console are transmitted via a block
of ADC's beginning with ADC 33
Digital Program Description
Appendix A contains FORTRAN listings of the major parts of a
typical simulation program which incorporates the necessary pertur-
bation logic.
The program MAIN is designed to control the execution of the




completed, control is returned to MAIN. The analog computer setup
and checkout takes place during the execution of subroutine SET.
This includes setting and checking analog pots, digitally controlled
attenuators (DCA's), and digitally controlled function generators
(DCFG's). Subroutine STATIC provides for the reading of all ampli-
fier outputs -t any desired operating point. Subroutine LOOP is the
heart of the bimulation insofar as this is the area where the dynam-
ics of the system being simulated are updated. By continually
cycling through component maps and table lookups, current values of
the system state derivatives are obtained. In general, LOOP will re-
ceive information from the analog computer and output information to
the analog computer through the interface.
The perturbation program consists of three primary digital sub-
routines - DATOUT, SGNFIX, and AVG. The function served by sub-
routine DATOUT is to set the integrator initial condition DCA's to
correspond to the steady-state operating point being considered and
tc systematically perturb the state variables and the system inputs
one at a time in both a positive and negative sense. DCA's are used
because they can be set by the digital computer without changing
modes on the analog computer. Subroutine SGNFIX is used to guaran-
tee that the positive algebraic sign of each parameter is recorded
or floppy disk. For example, consider	 variable, x, whose range
spans the set of all real numbers. Hence, x may have both positive
and negative real values. However, the analog computer representa-
tion can be either the variable (+x) or the variable (-x) depending
on the sign of the reference voltage used. If (-x) were the analog
computer variable, subroutine SGNFIX converts it to (+x). For each
perturbation, subroutine AVG scans the parameters of interest form-
ing 100 point averages for each of them. These data are then re-
corded on floppy disk.
Formatting the output data and recording it on floppy disk
accomplished in subroutines. )LL .AUQ yl;, , respectively. T. c	 e
purpose of subroutine 	 is to control the recording of the cata
on floppy disk	 To record on floppy disk, the floppy disk unit is
plugged into the disk interface card on the TEKTRONIX 4010 CRT term-
inal. The write statements in the program are the same as if the
data were being written on the CRT terminal. Data is then automa-
tically written on the CRT terminal and recorded on the floppy disk.
Note that everything written on the CRT terminal is also recorded
on the floppy disk.
Illustrative Example
Consider the following system of four uncoupled dynamic systems
linked through output relationships:
N
5ST81 - f(INPUTI-ST81)dt where JINPUTI1-1  2 and IST811, 2
	
(7)
ST82 - J(INPL'T2-ST82)dt where J INPUT21 c 2.5 and I ST821 <2.5	 (8)
ST83 - ,f (INPUT3-ST83)dt where i INPUT31 _ 5 and IST831 < S	 (9)
ST84-f(INPUT4-ST84)dt where JINPUT41 <4 and IST841 <4
	 (10)
typical bystem such as these is
and (8) are to be programmed on
A as the initial condition pot
be uved to set the perturbation
75 and 71 shall be used with
An analog diagram ► epresenting a
presented in Figure 1 Equations (7)
analog console I. DCA 45 is to be us
associated with ST81 and DCA 41 is to
amplitude of INPUTI. Likewise, DCA's
ST82 and INPL'T2, respectively.
Correspondingly, Eqs. (9) and (10) are to be programmed on ana-
log console 2. Howe%er, on this console DCA's 75, 71, 45, and 41
shall be used with ST83, INPUT3, ST84, and INPUT4, respectively.
In all cases a 2 percent perturbation amplitude is deemed suffi-
s .	 cient.
The solution of this example problem will be followed through in
the discussion which follows.
PROCEDURE
The data taking process is activated by setting sense switch 4
and then exiting from the main system calculation subroutine (called
LOOP) by setting sense switch 1. Control is then transferred to
DATOUT. Hereafter, DATOUT controls reentry into LOOP. An internal
check is made that the analog computer was in the operate mode at the
time the data taking process was activated. Referring to Figure 2,
a card is then read in (3I3) format giving the number of state vari-
ables, the number of system inputs, and the number of system outputs
formulated on the primary analog console only. A series of cards
punched in (F5.1, 13, S7) format are then read. Each card contains
information characterizing one of the parameters of interest. For
each state variable, the algebraic sign of the integrator output,
the initial condition pot number, and the proportion of perturbation
1	 amplitude desired are required. For each system input, its algebraic
f
	
	 sign, its perturbation pot number, and the proportion of perturbation
amplitude desired are required. For each system output only its
algebraic sign (as previously discussed in the explanation of sub-




The next card read is a card to (3I3) format giving the number of
state variables, the number of system inputs, and the number of system
outputs formulated on the secondary analog console. Similarily,
another series of cards in (F5.1, 13, S7) format are then read charac-
terizing the parameters of interest on the secondary analog console as
was dust done for the primary console. Table I contains a listing of
the cards used for the example and Figure 2 shows the data deck setup.
The order in which these data cards are read ib very important.
The parameter order determined by the cards must correspond with the
parameter order determined by the analog ADC's used. State variable
data is followea by system input data, which, in turn. is followed by
system output data. Also, the order in which the parameters appear
within each of the first two groups is important lntiofar as the order
in which the y ards are read determines the order in which the pertur-
bations will occur. Note that the order of parameter perturbations
is in itself arbitrary. Limitations on this order are imposed only
by the analog console on which the integrator for a state variable or
system input is located. As this procedure is defined, all state var-
iables and system inputs on the primary analog console will be per-
turbed first. Then those on the second analog console will be per-
turbed. Table 11 gives the order in which the state variables and
system inputs of the example are perturbed. Also, given is the ana-
log console for each parameter and its associated ADC channel.
Following the reading of these data cards, the digital program
proceeds to monitor the steady-state integrator outputs and sets DCA's
corresponding to the integrator initial condition values. After the
steady-state operating point is established, the analog computer is
automatically put in 1C mode where it temains during the perturbation
and data taking process. The data taking process begins with a base-
line reading of the steady-state values of the parameters of interest
and the recording of them on tloppy disk. The set of baseline data
Is designated as reading 1. Following the taking of this baseline
data, each state variable and system input is stepped sequentiall y
 in
both a positive and negative sense. Table III identifies the pertur-
batijns associated with each reading for the example.
For each perturbation, the data written on floppy disk are aver-
ages of the parameters of interest. The ADC's are read sequentially
100 times with the corresponding values summed and averaged. Since a
parameter may be represented on the analog computer with either posi-
tive or negative algebraic sign, each average is multiplied by either
(+1) or (-1), depending on the parameter sign. Thus, the data recorded
on floppy disk corresponds to the positive algebraic sign of each
parameter.
Data associated with each perturbation is recorded on floppy disk
and each set of data on floppy disk is assigned its own identifying
reading number. Reading numbers are incremented as each set of data
is recorded on floppy disk. Data ib recorded on floppy disk according
to the following format	 The reading number is recorded twice in
(215) format. The reason for this redundancy is io that it may be
used as a check when reading the floppy disk. The parameter averages
are recorded on floppy disk as integers (with 32767 10 representing
full scale on the 32K Pacer) at the rate of 18 values per line to-
gether with a line checksum according to the format (1816,17). The
checksum value is the sum of all the integt-rs output on that particu-
lar line. if the number of averages exceeds 18 but is not evenly di-
visible by 18, the second last line of output will be the n remain-
ing averages recorded in (n16) format and the final line will be the
corresponding checksum in (I7) format. if the number of averages Is
less than 18, the n averages will be recorded in (nIt) format with
a second line containing the checksum :n (I7) format	 An example of
the floppy disk data format in given in Table IV for the test case.
The final characters required un each line are a "line feed" and
"X-off". This ending itquence is necessary to insure pr-)per data
transfer to the IBM TSS;JbO computer. Because this is nut the normal
line termination, the contents of the digital computer core location
controlling line tecmiiiaticn must be changed. The address of this
core locattoo is obtained by taking the address of FOR from the mem-
ory map (for the listing given ii. Appendix A, this address is 172348)
and adding 2138. The address displacement value, 2138, depends on
the version of the FOR routine used. Version i.() , December 1975 is
in use on the Pacer 100 system at Lewis. After loading the program,
this memory cell is opened and its contents set to zero by the user.
The entire procedure is repeated for each perturbation. When
the data taking process is completed, an appropriate message is out-
put on the line printer. At this point the system may be returned to
normal operation by resetting sense switches 1 and 4.
MATRIX CALCULATION TECHNIQUE
'Phis section describes a matrix calculation technique which uses
the IBM TSS/360 computer with data input provided by the floppy disk.
The matrix calculation is contained in the program MATCALC. This is
a generalized version of a program developed at Lewis for matrix gen-
eration from data obtained from a hybrid simulation of the F100 engine.
The MATCALC program i;as three basic sections: data input, data
verification, and matrix generation
	
The data input section uses a
software checksum to insure that the floppy disk data was correctly
transmitted to the IBM TSE/360 computer. After the data has been cor-
rectly transmitted, the data :n pt;t, section unscales it and stores this
unsealed data in an internal program matrix for use in the other two
program sections. The data verificati-m section determines: (1) if




8perturbation size of each state or input was at least 1% of the state's
or input's steady-stat ue value. The matrix generation section calculates
the approximations to the partial derivatives forming the elements of
the A, B, C, and " matrices and prints out the matrices in their final
form. A listing o: the MATCALC progr m is given in Appendix B.
Transfer of data from the floppy disk to the 360 computer is con-
trolled by a procdef called READIN. A listing of this procdef is in-
cluded in Appendix B and the procedure for use is given in Appendix D.
The procdef, READIN creates the vs-dataset, 'DTRK' which contains the
floppy disk data. The data on disk is a series of readings whore each
reading is a list of values of the states, state derivatives, inputs, 	 40- a
and outputs. The required format of each reading was discussed in the
preceding section. There should be 2n+1 readings on disk for each
set of matrices, where n is equal to the number of states plus the
number of inputs. The first reading is the 'base run' which is a read-
ing of the unperturbed, steady-state values of the states, etc. 	 (NOTE:
The MAT(ALC program terminates if there is no 'base run'.) Correspond-
ing to each reading is a disturbance dumber. The 'base run' must be
assigned the disturbance number of 1. Since each state and input is
perturbed in both a plus and minus direction, there are two readings
associated with each state and input. These readings should be as-
signed disturbance numbers of m and nr+l where m is an even in-
teger in the range 2 to 2n.
The readings contained in dataset, 'DTRK', are used by the data
input section of MATCALC to form an internal program matrix, DATA. The
rows of the DATA matrix are the readings in the same order as they ap-
peared in the floppy disk data and in dataset 'DIRK'. Fach row con-
tains he unsealed values of the corresponding reading (i.e., the nth
row contains the unsealed values in the nth reading). The order of
the values is the sane for the reading and the row. Table V lists the
DATA matrix for the example.
The rows of the DATA matrix are used in the data verification and
the matrix generation sections of MATCALC. The 1NDX array, also formed
In the data input section, is used in referencing individual roes of
the DATA matrix. Table V also includes the INDX array for the example.
This referencing is accomplished by:
Row No. of DATA matrix - INDX (DISTURBANCE NO.)
If the Row No. is zero, the reading data associated with that disturb-
ance number was not contained in the floppy disk data (i.e., the data
for a plus or minus perturbation of a particular state or input was not
recorded).
The NAME array associates each state or input with two disturbance
numbers: ore for the plus perturbation and the other for the minus
N
1
N-1 l^T I i
9
perturbation. This array contains the names of the state variables
and the system Inputb In the order In which they are perturbed (act.
Table IT)• The data for the NA:O. array is contained in the input
dataset, 'QINFO'. 'QINFO' is a vs-dataset created by the user and
contains data describing the contents of the floppy disk and speci-
fying the structure of the A, B, C. and D matrices. The format of
'QINFO' is given in Appendix C and Table VI lists 'ie 'QINFO' dataset
for the example.
Appendix D contains a detailed procedure for processing of per-
turbation data which has been stored on a floppy disk. Instructions
for operating the TEKTRONIX 4010 CRT terminal and TEKTRONIX 4922
floppy disk drive unit are included. IBM TSS/360 commands for reading
1 the floppy disk data into the IBM TSS/360 computer and for performing
the matrix calculations are provided. Also in Appendix 1) is the pro-
cedure to follow should checksum errors occur.
Table VII shows the resulting matrix listin6 for the example. As
the results show, the slmul -ed system consisted of four uncouFled dy-
namic systems linked only ;h:'ough the output relationships. The lin-
earized system equationb are:
xl - -0.9938 xl + 0.9922 u l	 (11)
x2 - -0.9918 x2 + C.9888 u 2	 (12)
i
x3 = -0.9939 x 3 + 0.9878 u 3	 (13)
x4 - -0.9923 x 4 + 0.9861 u4	 (i4)
y l - 1.003 x l - 0.001022 x 3 	(15)
t Y,) - -0.004666 x l + 1.002 x2 + 0.001022 x 3 + 0.001019 u 3	(16)
Y3 - 0.999 x 3 -0.001546 x 4 	(17)
1






Some modification of the perturbation program would be necessary
If one of the state variables or inputs were at a limiting value
while perturbation duta were being taken. Because of that limit,
that parameter could not be perturbed in both a positive and negative
sense. Hence, proper logic would have to be included in subroutine
DATOUT to restrict the perturbation of that parameter to the direction
which would not violate the limiting value. Likewise, if the problem
size were such that only one analog console were required, subroutine
DATOUT could be easily modified to eliminate parallel operations ad-
dressed to the secondary analog console.
do- 1
Use of a separate digital computer (the IBM TSS/360 computer) al-
lows for the procesbing of the perturbation data and analysis of the
resulting matrices to be done without interfering with use of the
hybrid computer system. Calculation of the system matrices could have
been done on the facer digital computer with the perturbation data
stored on the Pacer's associated disk.
The format specified for data output to disk is arbitrary and can
be changed if desired. The DISK subroutine of the perturbation program
and the data input section of the matrix calculation program should be
modified for the desired format. A new checksum error check should be
developed to insure correct data transfer frotr disk.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The A, B, C, and D state variable matriceF used in controls design
can be readily determined using the procedure described in this report.
Data required to obtain a linear representation of the system to be
controlled are systematically gathered using the techniques presented
In the text. Disturbances are introduced in the not linear system one
at a time. The user may determine ;he level of each disturbance and
the sequential otder in which each is to be introduced. For each dis-
turbance, corresponding levels of essential ystem parameters are auto-
matically recorded on floppy disk.
Use of the floppy disk as a storage medium permits the data gener-
ation process on the hybrid computer to be separate from the matrix cal-
culation process. This floppy disk data is input to a separate digital
program which contains the matrix calculation process. A software
checksum is used to insure correct data transmission from the floppy
disk. This program also checks the data for proper disturbance levels
and correct number of disturbances. Appropriate messages are output
if errors are detected, thus allowing data modifik_^l tion, if desired.
The partial derivatives forming the elements of the system matrices are
approximated by finite difference calculations. The system matrices,




Use of this procedure on a dynamic uystem simulated on a hybrid
computer generates automatically the data required for linearization
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'YATCALC' PIU):AAM AND 'N►ADIN' P[UCDC ►
••-+-RA'PIN (i[w"^}At ION PIATtwc
L:A&M%IC)N NAN9(I01, IMDA(61)
DINxrSIVN ITA611P1, PAPA (01,70)
DI UM1ION NDrLTll91, N ►b9T1201, MDF1T ( 20),VC')L()01




DAZA .LAST/ r+/. ,`Dx/b1*0/
DArA :'TtST/.t+1/, VLP"P/0/
INTI lFP YA.•,wDiI,AI,fi
Dn 't& db^/00-411	 /, ADO/300411
NBAb(4,0001) NS, 1_, NT





NINi fI: • NC
C
PrADI +. 19o021 INAM1:III . t+1,NT*T)
d002 ►ubRAT OOA.)
^SADI^.o001) (s ► (i),I.1,r,d^YDS)
ROOT ►u1NAF 1@ (tom L /) l




FLuM DISK NLA 3 IN FN;) 'INSiALIM (i 0 ►
 DATA
C	 --ILAD IN STAFT
I•G
1 r•1-1
NSAN( •.,5(lO1,tN0 n ,CRP+2) NA, w?
5001 Ir,)AMAT (2151
C
C	 00D1',:"1:?b n NCt NI1NbCY c M^:R
1' 0IA W. NN) Go TU I
d ; ITA 16 0 6100) MA,w^
1100 F -)FtAT 01. 1 14 4ALUC	 IS NOT [DUAL T '1 wb PALO[
A51, 0 [N2Lk CUPFCCT JISTUPSAII ^ I PALO[ ( IS) P,1'1AT'1




OF Pfj0" 4V A(L171
23
., .7002)
7002	 AT 4 51, r NJ. OF NUNS v t t,UAL To r1Pr('TtD N0. 0 ►
 U1 St +1PNA^ [S+,/,
A I ,*LNTIA 1 70 S7ev, DO wLf TO 0)NTINIIF+/)
NL,.117,700) ► NTL3T
700) FOFPAT (I1)
I ► INTI,:T .Lv. 11	 STOP
w) To Soo
1 IF (IYDK(NA) .N(J. 0) 0 f) TO Y
bl.T1 ( A ,1001) NA ,IVDK(NA)
1001 FORMA. 15W INDK( r ,19, r ) PPKVTOUSLT 3Fi TO SC')^,SN,/,
•	 51,+0PFAULT TO tCPLACC, 1 70 STOP)/)
F , AL (7 0 7001) N79Sr
IF INTCST .TJ. 1) "T'P






k': J	 1 tl
S JA	 JA 17
IF ILCN T 	J. 1 .AN,,. N * NU ..T. NNG103) TO T3 10





19 JA • NdOPUS
NCtiD - JA-J+1





15 I90!1 - 0
W) 15 K-1.NrND
16 1509 • 13114*IVAL(K)
If (1501 .NL. ICK) GO V) 50
100 ILAST - ICK
~RITZ (7,5001) NA,NA
IF (NFND .NN. 10) ,U I^ 17
WRITE (4,S002) (IVAL(K),K-I,N -
 0).1CK
GO LO 10




06UN5,AL1N4 OF .SAMPLE[ V0LAPLCS








0'K1( NA" }'AVt; lb
OF 




2S DATAII,J)	 •	 TS•S ► (M)
J • JAI IF
	 (J	 . Lk.	 NNUADS)	 00 TO	 S
IF
	
it	 .LT.	 NPUNS)	 TO T3	 1
NPIYE	 (6,6001)
0001 F.IMAT	 1 51, 4 MATF11	 DATA	 PEAD	 IN	 AND	 UNSC ► LINI	 COM P ET
A:K.'DATASLT	 Uh	 IMP	 9	 CONTAINS	 (C'ONbkCTLD	 IF NEC) FLOPPY	 DISK	 DATA11
40 TO 500
C
C	 "CM.LCKSV'I FPPOP	 000TINE
SO YSITE	 (0,6101)	 A.	 I.	 LINT
6101 tf	 4AT	 (I	 CMkCKs(In	 bbbOP 1 ,11	 1	 hUN	 ',	 (, 1	 stJ
	




	 ITEST,	 I.— K,	 1500.
6102 1'GP IIAT	 ( I	 CHECK3U45
	 PKET IOUS
	 ' , ",	 '	 .11AD 1 , I7, 1	 CALC	 -.171
NFIT,	 (6,61031	 (IVAL(K),K•1,NLMD)
610) F6FMAT	 (	 '	 THE	 VALOES	 ARE
	 ',/,1[,191c,/1
200 YbITt	 (0,61041
6104 F'4PMAT	 ('	 'LNTLF	 Ljhbt-rED	 LIMED
IF	 (NLNO	 .GU.	 18)	 30	 TO	 5010
r-AU	 (7,50U2)	 (IYAL(K).R•1.MEND)
FLAIL	 (7, 1 (003)
	 ICs
"'71)	 b 720
0010 bL.AD	 (7,5002)	 (IVALIKI,K • i,MEND)	 ICK
6020 ISuN	 •	 J
L'i	 55	 K • 1, NLNO
S5 ISU4	 •	 ISUM.IVAL(K)
IF	 (Isu ll	
.FU.	 I^.KI	 GO	 T1	 100
(,62TL	 16,6105)	 ISUM	 ,I^_N
6105 r(.F9AT	 ( I	Ch[CKSU'Is
	 DIFFSN,	 CALC	 n 	 1 .I7, 1	READ •	 1,I7)
YbIIE	 (5,6106)












IT u?.IIP°_ A LI:;TIN: OF OAIA •IATP:Y YHICH 409 CONTAINS UNSCALED DIST 11PB ►NCL DATA,
C
	





. . . I . . . I . .
C
C
1NITIALI7ATION FOR DISF'1PLANCE VLPIPICATION
C
."PUN • INDII (1)






6001 F0ARAT (59. 1 Nj I+ ASt DATA.TLKMINATE')
:TOP
544 FEAD(N.ti005) (NDtLI(K),K•1,NTOT)
FFAUId.40051 1bDPIV 110.9-1. NT)
F E4D(8,dU05) (Ni1DsV (N) .N . 1. MY)




SID ITLST(M) • SP(ND)/1000.








NCI • 2* ►+M-1
MI • IND) (MY I)
IF (MI .EU. 0) NI - NORIN
V-) 400 I.1,'.TOT
dJ - NDr.LT(I)
IF (A 35( DiTA(NbFUM,4N ) .LT. ATEST(I)) .0 TO 199
7ES7 • (D.TA (NI , ND) -DATA(NBRUN,ND))/DATA(NBRUN,ND)
a
	 IF (An°,;ES:) .LT. PTEST) GO TO 400
312 /P (1 .Nt. N ► GO TO 333
I;C • i
GO T) 400
313 1-51 • NAME(I)
4LioF • NFh0F.1
hPLI'C (o,201) NI.NHI , M31.hS1.UATA(N1.ND ► , DATA (MBIIUN.ND)
201 I)RMAT (1H , • SLJ11M:L 1 ,I2, 0 INUI 1 .I2.211, ,A4,' IS fERTUPBED IN ADDITION Tl @,A4,/.
A'1.'VALft	 HASF VAIUk. _ 1,G11.5)
WRITE (0.101) N1
201 FOMUAT (• LNTER 1 10 USE bASL INSTEAD OP SEO • ,I2.' OTHEBMISE DEFAULT')
FEAL (7,700)) NTESI
;P (NTESI .NE. 1) GO T) 400
:NDX(VFI) • 0
WFITE(6,1041 NI
104 FJPMAT 151, 4 NASt 25 bEIMG USED FOR SEO
GO T) 400
199 TEST - OATA(NI,ND)-UATA(NbRUN,ND)
iF (ABS(TEST) .GT. 2 0 ATEST(I ► 1 GO TO	 132
400 (.)NTINUE
;F (NC .E(j. N) .0 TO SOO
1F (INDI(NR;) 





OF POOR QI AL[TY
28
202 FOPMAT ( lit , 1 54(JUENCt ',I:.'. IMDX ',I2,'. ',AY,' D15TUPHROCR LON OP /.ER7•,/^-
AI:X,'YALUt	 •,GI).5,1 844t VALUE - ',,13.5)
I;O Tj 600
590 NPITX (6,209) NNI,N43
209 I'lARAf (' INDX ',1/,', N O DISTURBANCE PotAY,/,-






L	 4 SIX LALC ' ILATION
C
.I--1
L'0 bou N • 1, MTor
NC. - NCOL (N)
NN • N-NSIZt





If (NPO111 .EV. 0)MFOM) _ %FiRum
If (NPOM2 . EQ. 0) NROM2
	
NWiN
607 DNUMN - DATA ( NPOMI,NMOP') - DATA ( NROM2,NMOPO)
If (Ab5(6NOMN) .Gr. .001) (i0 TO 609
If (NRON1 .Ej. NbP'IN) OJ r0 609
t.1 - NROM1
bRITF (6,2051 NS3,NI
205 F- ) 094T ( 1H ,A4,' DIiTURHAN:79 IDtNTILAI, 3tTTIN; SEQUENCE 1 ,I2,' r) BASE$)
N1')MI - hi-RUN
GO T) 607
60b IPdITE (6,206) NS3
20C E ) AMAT(' Nu O ,A4. 1
 DISrU6PANCES, NA-NIX COLUMN ZEROED')
L:W lih • 1.OE50
C • **C4LCULArIuN nF A 6 B MATFIX C^LURNS
609 G0 620 K-I,NSI7.I'
KOUM - NDPI4(K)
IF (K . IT. N.,IZX) GO TO 610
A(K,A) _ (DATr(NPOMI,NDUM)-DArA(1:ROM2,NDIIR))/D'.OMN
Go TO 620
610 F(K,4N) : (DATA (NR)M1,Ni)(19)-DATA(NFCM2,NDU4))/DNOPN
620 C I NTINUE
C 400 CALCUALATI04 9F C F. D 44TPIX COLUMNS
L') 610 K-1,MSIZE
KJUR - NuA54(K)
If (N .;T. NSIZE) GO TO 62S
C(K,N) _ (JATA(NF7MI,NDOM) - DATA ( MP0lo2,NDUM))/DNOMN
GJ TO 6 10




411CINA /, Pq ^; ^: IbOb.,  ^^(




I + (N	 . 'T,	 vt;*t)	 ,J	 TO	 710
Ie(N	 .G1.	 ":;)	 GO	 i0	 70S
hJ.(J)	 •	 N44L(YAP)
GO Tr, R00
7uS J •	 2
710 A^.(J)	 •	 NAMk(YAR)
800 CONTINUL
C
C I	 IA:	 ^.
C 1J .OLS	 MAX	 ;
III	 Pill
W3I%	 16,6)00)
6900 (51,11'dE	 A	 MATRIX'/)
LL.	 10)	 ,(,	 To	 0950
NC^L1•N'/[
N	 OL2•N^OL1,1
Y riITk	 (6,6)f 1)	 (HD,(L),L-1,30)
b960 T')9MAr('	 0,9X,30A4)
L)	 6!06	 I.1,N:;
6906 W1ITL	 (6,6)01)	 NAM2111,(A(T,J ► ,J•1,NC011)
W3ITF.	 (t,f 9b0)	 ( ND(; (L), L • )1,60 ►
D,	 6507	 I.1,11S
6107 W.11Tk	 (5,6901)	 AAM2(I),(A(I,J),.1•NC0L2,N5)
7) T''	 6955
0950 Wt''TE	 (0,6960)	 (UDG(L),L•1,10)
Co	 6108	 I' 1, NS




6902 F r IPMAT	 (SX,'THE	 b	 MATFTX'; )
W{CITE	 (6,6960)	 (AD,(L),L•1,30)
Co	 6911	 1.1,YS
6111 V,41TE	 (6,6)01)	 NAM!(I ► ,(D(I,J),J•1,NC)
WRITE 15,6993)
690) roFmvr(SX,'THE	 C	 MATRIX'/)
I,'	 (hS	 .LE.	 11)	 GO	 TO	 6470
N 4 ITE	 (6,6460)	 (110G(L),L•I,I0)
Du	 6921	 I.1,NY
6921 WRITL	 ( 6,63101)	 NAM3(1),(C(I,J),J-1,hCOL1)
NNITY
	
(b,b960)	 (HD,(L),L n 31,60)
DO	 6422	 I.1,NY
6922 NPITE	 (6,6o0l)	 NAM3(I),(C(I,J),J•NC0L2,N3)
GJ TO 6975
6970 WRITE	 (b,6960)	 (HD,(L),L•1,)0)
Do 6923	 1.1,NY
6923 WRITE	 (6,6901)	 NAM)(I),(C(I,J),.1.1,NS)
6975 WdITL	 (6,69016)
r• X
0Rl(, ► ::a11. Y,a,l, I^
Oh: POOR QU Al . I TY
so
690Y r')PnAT(SY, o THL D 44TII11/)
YNiTI (e,6160) (AD0(II,I.1,JO)
DU boll I.1,Mt
6911 M!1TT ► (b,6901) rAlll(I ► ,ID(i,J ► ,J•1,MC)
C
C	 If DPS TOE A FFNRANFNT DATASET WITH A,D,C,D MATllICES
C	 1311;1,1' olNTTt STFIIS HFPE WITH DESISLD F0N4AT
C
C
C	 • *69601+ MASSA(it. Nt)4btw PPIMT911T
I° (NrbOP .Mt. U) WPIT ► (6,711) MEPOf




Innrn rr Ir - rll,
PAo 10• nTl v
I F ('nilv,.tI ); rn Tn 'F,'nl
nl ' n l AY l F"T r ' ^ATA - C i ► !1 SI1 UI T'l —rein,
F2 A'' r nTl K.
F  T PTI v
PFFA) i l.T SYSI f'"r
Q rnl T nn F
V.SFI I. r nT'tv,7n
nF F ACLT :Y511'X n r




'QINFc ► ' dataset
Form.t t :
line 1	 NS, NC, NY	 313
•	 NAME arra y	 3OA4
Sr arra y	8(IOF8.2)
NAM2 array	 30A4
`iAM3 art<a y	 30A4




last line	 NCOL array	 3nI3
Description:
NS	 number of states
NC	 number of inputs
NY	 number of outputs
NAME'	 names of the states and inputs in the order perturbed for
generation of hybrid data.
a.
	 length of each name - 4 alphanumeric characters
Each position of the NAME array contains the name of a state
or an input. Since each state and each input is perturbed
in both a plus and minus direction, each position of the
NAME arrav corresponds to two readings and hence, two dis-
turbance numbers. The correspondence between a position in
the NAME array and two disturbance numbers is as follows:
N: position in NAME array
(e.g..	 NAME(N) - ST1	 name of state 1)
disturbance number of plus perturbation 	 2*N
disturbance number of minus perturbation 	 2*N+1
NCOL: determines columnar structL lee of the matrices
The integer values represent the positions of the WE array
in the order desired for the columns of matrices.
(e.g., NAME array	 ST1, ST2, IN1, 1N2, ST3, ST4,, IN3, IN4
position	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8
Want columns 1, 2, 3, and 4 of A and C matrices to be
with respect to ST1, ST2, ST3, ST4 and want columns 1, 2,
3, and 4 of B and D matrice to be with respect to
IN1, IN2, IN3, IN4.
Then NCOL array is 1, 2, 5, 6. 3, 4, 7, 8)
32
The data for the arrays SF, NDELT, NDRIV, and NOBSV depend on the order
of the valiiex in the rows of th-v DATA matrix. Let 'ROW' mtan the gen-
eral form of a row in the DATA matrix.
SF	 sale factors correspondin.- to values in 'ROW'.
Live real x values in 1/x scale factor representation.
NDELT: positions+ in 'ROW' occupied by the values of the Ktates and
inputs.
NDRIV: positions In 'ROW' occupied by the values of the state deriv-
atives ordered as the rows of A and B matrices are desired.
NOBSV: posit tons in 'ROW' occupied by the values of tri p outputs
ordered as rows of C and D matrices are desired.
NAM2: names of the state derivatives in order apecifted in NDRIV.
length per name - 4 alphanumeric characters.
NAM3: names of the outputs in order specified in %OBSV.





DATA P ROCESSING PROCEDURE
Note: This procedure is specialized for use with the NASA-Lewis
Research (enter EAI Pacer 100 computer system.
TEKTRONIX 4 1J10 TERMINAL INITIALIZATION
i
1. turn terminal ON (power light will come on).
2. turn 360 switch to the ON position.
3. turn SEL switch to the OFF position.
4. set BAUD switch for 1200.
5. »et NORA/'rP-WR switch for NORM.
6. set LOCAL/LINE switch for LINE.
7. on the phone modem, momentairly depress the CONNECT button.
(the CONNECT light will come on when line is connected).
8. hit 'BREAK' key on terminal.
9. 'logon' to 360 as normally done.
(check TERMINAL ID; it should he posted).
TEKTRONIX 4922 FLOPPY DISK INITIALIZATION
1. turn POWER switch ON.
2. depress RESET button.
3. turn PROMPT MODE switch OFF.
4. select proper disk.
a. check disk notebook.
b. make sure disk moves freely in envelope.
5. set DISK switch for disk being used.
a. A if disk 1.
h. B if dirk 2.
6. set 'FER?iTNAL switch (switch #l) for terminal being used.
a. LEFT if left terminal.
b. RIGHT if right terminal.
7. set TRANSMISSION switch (switch #2) to the LEFT.
(LEFT setting - data transmission stops at 'XOFF' character).
8. set R-W switch to ;MANUAL READ.
I	 •.
.,	 ±	 I	 r	 I
34
DATA TRANSFER FROM FLOPPY DISK
1. depress RESET button on dirk.
2. set beginning track address in TRACK ADDRESS.
3. depress LA button oil
4. type at terminal
READIN 'DTRK' (CR).
when the procdef starts, the message:
'FNTF.R DATA - FINISH WITH - END'
will print at the terminal. Data transfer will he automatic;
the user can determine thisthis by the periodic "noise" the disk
will make during this transfer.
S. type at terminal:
_END (CR)
when the end of the data is reached.
This will end the EDIT dataset created by procdef RF.ADIN.
It ma y he necessary to type 
—
F.ND (CR) more than once before
thcr 360 accepts it. These unaccepted lines are entered into
the dataset 'DTRK' and must be deleted through RF.DIT
before using; 'DTRK' as input to the MATCALC program.
'MATCALC' PROGRAM EXECUTION
After creation of datasets 'DTRK' and "QI`IFO', the program
can be executed by t yping at the terminal:
DDEF	 FT05FOOI,VS, 'DTRK'




1. When the message 'MATRIX DATA READ IN' etc. is printed
at the terminal, depress RESET button on disk.
2. Final printout at terminal will be the A. K, C, and D
matrices
3. If errors are detected, appropriate messages will he
printed out, allowing; the user opportunity '.o make






If the rand and calculati •d Values of tho• checksum for a line of
floppy disk data are not equal, a checksum error has occurred.
An error massage will print at the terminal, allowing the data
line to be re-entered as follows:
1. set LOCAL./LINE switch to LOCAL on terminal.
Z. depress RESET button on disk.
3. set beginning track address in TRACK ADDRESS.
4. depress LA button.
5. at the terminal,
the 'CTRLQ' key will input one line .f floppy disk data
to the terminal CRT screen.
a. Lines of data should be inputted until the proper
disturbance reading data is reached. This Is done
by comparing the RUN number out j ^i-.ted in the error
message to the values in the line containing the
disturbance number for each reading.
b. Lines of data from that reading should then be
Inputted, noting the checksum for each line. When
the checksum equal to the PREVIOUS checksum
(printed in the error message) is reached, the
LOCAL./LINE switch should be set to LINE.
c. The next data line should be in!-uted by the 'CTRI.Q'
key. This line will be accepted by the 360 as the
re-entered data line. If the checksum of this data
line is on the next line, that line will automatically
input to the 360.
am- M
I	 i	 i {	 l
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TABLE I. - PERTURBATION CONTROL.
CARDS	 FOUR 4-STATE, 4-INPUT',
4-OUTPUT' t:"IPI.E
1	 .75 Nir






t	 ^ 5 N2
1 45 Yir
- 1	 r 1




TABLE II. - PERTURBATION ORDER OF STATE
VARIABLES AND SYSTEM INPUTS FOR 4-STATE,
4-INPUT, 4-OUTPUT F1W%fl)1.E
















`dote: The perturbation order of
state variables and s ystem in-





TABLE 111. - READING NtIMBFRS FOR 4-STATE,
4- INPUT, 4-OUTPUT EXAMPLE
Rdq. it (- disturbance it)


















Order of values per reading:
ST1, ST2, DRV1, DRV2, IN1, IN2, OITTI, OL"f2. ST3, ST4, DRV3, DRV4,
IN3, IN4. OUTS, O11T4
Note - ST.I represents state variable xJ where .l - 1 to 4
INJ represents input variable uJ where I - 1 to 4
OUT.I represents output variable yJ where J	 1 to 4
DRVJ represents state derivative x i where J	 1 to 4
I
Ok/GfNAL 
PAGF, LSOF PWIt V(JA1,ny
)a
TASLS IV. - /U)PPY DISK DAIA FOR 6-STATE, . .OPM. 4-4 1'In" 9 I•URLC
	
1	 1















	 0 -%000 16191 1457! It US 1!0110 24601 164 16	 0	 0 24576 1416) 24$44, !' - I
24• )77
5
I • I-j y 10112













16 J48 245 t6	 0	 x63 16113	 :!t! If,	s6181 14'.02 16416
	




1o'Y y 1%', 47	 0 -547 16JaI NO86 1 410! 24!41 24601 1t41t




If ! t t 245119
	




I. I1N 10;97	 ,7	 0 161143 240! 1bi4S 24541 24120 It41S
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- INPUT	 S18 i
	 ST8	 1	 ST8	 1	 OUTPUT
For input	 D	 1
parturbation	 DC	 DC
amplitude
Figure 1. - General analog circuit based on ST8 . f (INPUT-ST8)dt.
Figure 2. - Data deck setup for example.
